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–  ITW - We had a lesson called ‘Put a sock in it!’ and our teacher used a sock necklace to
 manage her contributions!

–  ITW – We were sock leaders in Drama – it was really brilliant!

 – ITW – We had to balance chemical equations and then we could wear socks on our hands
 to eat chocolate with a knife and fork!  It was amazing!

–   ITW – We calculated the volume of our socks using shape measurement – it was fun
  and challenging!

We are exploring the ingredients for Grade 6 & 7 and it’s really challenging.

– – We have all tried weird & wonderful innovative ideas this
 week using socks & a  strategy from Rosenshine's Principals of Instruction.

That was my maths lesson! So pleased it made on to the Magic Moments!

I have been challenging myself by furthering my knowledge of the context behind Victorian
 Literature – I have learned all sorts of obscure facts that may come in handy!

- today in Yr 7 drama we used a game called ‘crisscross’ to tell everyone about our homework.
It was really great!

I have been learning about the real Richard 3rd – it’s been very challenging to remember his
 family tree and key dates!

- My year 9 GCSE students progressed hugely in one double lesson, going through an extensive
 design process to develop and create some gorgeous prints. They were challenged, teaching each
 other, and helping each other by giving advice on how to improve their  techniques.

Amazing!



The second ITW took place
 in May and, as usual, every
 member of staff
 embraced the challenge of
 the week with enthusiasm!

25% of teachers missed
 the inclusion of a ‘prop’
 last  time, so the T&L team
 responded to this by
 providing every teacher
 with. . . a pair of socks!

It was a fantastically creative
 week and challenges
 included:

● Synchronised swimming with
socks!

● Socks & pasta!

● Sock puppets!

● Socks in teacher’s mouths!
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The T&L team launched the start of International
 Teacher Appreciation Week by visiting assemblies
 to raise awareness for the (cheesy, but brilliant)
 event!

There is no way we could have predicted the
 number of postcards that would be sent by the
 RPCC students - nearly 300 thank yous in the end!

The feedback was so wonderful and a few tears
 were shed!  RPCC shared their respect for each
 other throughout the week and postcards were
 sent to teachers and support staff with genuine
 and often hilarious messages!
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 KRG has made a start by investigating the frequency of
  of her questions in a 40 minute teaching period:

 2 students in her class made a tally of her questions in this time period - how many do you think

 she asked? Now we want to explore the most effective questions for challenge - if
 anyone would like to join  this study, let us know?

 Year 7 were surprised by the task
 of  calculating the arc of a famous
 bridge in Cambridge when they
 arrived at their English lesson!  They
 rose admirably to the challenge and
 pushed themselves  to go on to
 calculate the radius and the tangents
 too!

For your reference:
https://about.futurelearn.com/blog/importance-
right-questions-teaching
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KRG is leading a project that responds to the Student Voice feedback about
 about our marking in KS3 as well as investigating the time spent by RPCC
 teachers on their marking and feedback.

The working party have met twice now to discuss the new-style marking
 strategies they have trailed in class. . . the results are very interesting!

KRG will be presenting her findings in our T&L Briefing on 11th July 2018.

Working Together on Workload - YouTube
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 introduced a model to
 exemplify the RPCC Ethos in PE
 and the T&L team would now
 like to develop this to include
 all curriculum areas.  We’ll be
 looking at how we instil the
 RPCC Ethos in our students by
 analysing the components of
 our subjects and defining the
 priorities in each department.



The course is 60% coursework and 40% exam work. Within the coursework there are four topics
currently- ‘out of focus’, ‘all about me’, ‘distortion’ and ‘seven deadly sins’.
All work has to be individual and unique to each student. All students look forward to 7DS but then
when they get there they HATE it as it is so hard to concentrate on one section.
They need to collect over 100 photos and edit them and then they have to study 4 different
artists within each topic and replicate the work as well as edit their own unique ideas alongside.
They need to draw, make paper manipulations and final pieces.
Students need to learn very quickly how to use Photoshop and alongside the coursework they
have to enter up to 4 competitions throughout the course!
Their exam is a pre set release which is released in January and they are given up to 8 topics to
choose from. They are then given a certain amount of time to complete preparatory work and
then 10 hours to create a final piece based on their work.
As they are marked on how individual their work is I can’t stand at the front and show everyone
how to do Photoshop skills as their work would look the same, so they have 1:1 sessions, so I could
be teaching 10 skills in one lesson.
Students come to photography thinking it’s going to be easy but then realise pretty quickly it is not
easy. - It is really

– We are editing and learning how to apply distortion – it is
 brilliant and very challenging!

 - We’ve been editing our photos and learning to use ‘Photoshop’
 independently which has been very challenging.
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delivered an insightful
 presentation on the ways in
 which we can all continue to
 embed  in to our
 lessons (find her slides in the
 T&L folder).
 Our next step is to focus on
 reducing the  scaffolding &
 teacher support in lessons to
 allow students to develop
 resilience and to nurture a
 challenging learning
 environment. In our
 school.

and her team of student artists are
working on a new CHALLENGE logo for
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 Year 7 Scientists have been working
 on their debating skills! visited a
 lesson to teach them the key skills used
 In English to formulate a powerful and
 persuasive debate - they were very
 surprised to see an English teacher in
 their Science Lab.!  (ITT)
 commented that their use of
 persuasive language had improved!
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The popularity of the T&L Bright Spot has been maintained throughout this academic year, with
 most staff going out of their way to nominate other teachers as well as support staff in the school.

The T&L team would like to continue with this initiative but will make the following changes in the
 next half term:

● Curriculum Leaders will be given  every half term to distribute to their team - they
can then also keep their own records for monitoring

● Every half term the spots will - meaning that old spots can be taken down and
monitored

● T&L team will encourage CLs to award Bright Spots linked to our

● T&L team can also award Bright Spots by nomination so that all staff are included.



A BIG thank you to everyone who contributed to the T&L Briefing this half term - we have enjoyed
 some amazing training, research and feedback from the T&L Student Voice team.  In a new
 addition, the pastoral team have also presented strategies and guidance on a number of pastoral
 subjects.

-   Strategies to facilitate challenge in our lessons including removing scaffolding
 and fostering resilience.

Tricky parental phone-calls/meetings – a ‘HOW TO’?

-  Innovative Teaching Week launch and preparation.

- Strategies for improving attendance.

 - Year 11 revision strategies and planning for memory and recall.

-   Student self-assessment resources to highlight targets for personal challenge.
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 - Challenge - Dealing with challenging behaviour.

- Challenge:  T&L Student Voice and Marking Focus Group.

- Challenge: Ethos – a curriculum focus.

 - Challenge:  Differentiation survey + T&L audit & review.



where the teachers challenge themselves too!

I've planned a lesson on an issue in France linked with secularism.. It's been challenging
 because I didn't know much about it, and had to really think carefully of what I wanted students to
 achieve so that they could transfer the skills of giving opinions about it to another 'issue' (inequality /
 poverty/justice / environmental problems).
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- challenged
students to participate in

this amazing poetry
translation competition!
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where the teachers challenge themselves too!

I tried an ESCAPE ROOM activity with Year 7 + 8 today. It was amazing!
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creates an amazing interactive learning environment - enter if you dare!

We are so proud our students and the standard of their work.
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Respectful discussion on
 Genetic Engineering inspired by Pom Poms!
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Have you tried has!

 As introduced and presented
by VU in the last T&L Briefing.
Slides are shared in the T&L

   folder - with thanks.


